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John J. G. Tesmer,* David M. Berman,² weak GTPases and hydrolyze GTP 100-fold more slowly
than Gia1 (Temeles et al., 1985). Inherent in the signalingAlfred G. Gilman,² and Stephen R. Sprang*
mechanisms in which Ras proteins are involved are*Howard Hughes Medical Institute
GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) that return the gua-Department of Biochemistry
nine nucleotide±binding protein to its inactive state (Tra-University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center
hey and McCormick, 1987). p120GAP, for example, ac-Dallas, Texas 75235
celerates the GTPase activity of p21ras by a factor of 105²Department of Pharmacology
(Gideon et al., 1992). Biochemical (Mittal et al., 1996)University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center
and recent structural (Scheffzek et al., 1996) studies ofDallas, Texas 75235
the p120GAP catalytic domain provide evidence that, in
binding to Ras, GAPs introduce residues into the Ras
active site that directly participate in the catalysis ofSummary
GTP hydrolysis. The GTPase activity of heterotrimeric
G proteins can also be stimulated. Certain effectors,RGS proteins are GTPase activators for heterotrimeric
such as phospholipase Cb (Ross, 1996) and the g sub-G proteins. We report here the 2.8 AÊ resolution crystal
unit of GMP phosphodiesterase, acting in conjunctionstructure of the RGS protein RGS4 complexed with
with an unidentified protein (Arshavsky and Bownds,Gia1±Mg21±GDP±AlF42. Only the core domain of RGS4
1992), stimulate the GTPase activity of their respectiveis visible in the crystal. The core domain binds to the
regulators, Gqa and Gta (retinal transducin). Recently, athree switch regions of Gia1, but does not contribute
family of proteins, collectively termed regulators of Gcatalytic residues that directly interact with either GDP
protein signaling (RGS) (Druey et al., 1996; Koelle andor AlF42. Therefore, RGS4 appears to catalyze rapid
Horvitz, 1996), has been identified in eukaryotic specieshydrolysis of GTP primarily by stabilizing the switch
ranging from yeast to mammals (Dohlman and Thorner,regions of Gia1, although the conserved Asn-128 from 1997). The first member of the family, identified as theRGS4 could also play a catalytic role by interacting
product of the SST2 gene in Saccharomyces cerevisiae,with the hydrolytic water molecule or the side chain
was ultimately shown to be a negative regulator of the Gof Gln-204. The binding site for RGS4 on Gia1 is also protein±coupled mating pheromone signaling pathwayconsistent with the activity of RGS proteins as antago-
(Chan and Otte, 1982). The yeast Sst2 protein is coloca-nists of Ga effectors. lized at the plasma membrane with the Ga subunit (Dohl-
man et al., 1996). The human Ga interacting protein
Introduction (GAIP) was discovered in a two-hybrid screen with Ga
subunits (De Vries et al., 1995). The family is now known
Heterotrimeric G proteins are activated by receptors to encompass at least five gene products from C. eleg-
of the seven transmembrane helix family. Upon ligand ans and more than fifteen from mammalian sources
binding, receptors catalyze the formation of G protein (Druey et al., 1996; Koelle and Horvitz, 1996; Dohlman
a subunit±GTP complexes (Ga±GTP), which, in turn, reg- and Thorner, 1997).
ulate the activity of certain intracellular effectors (Gil- Members of the RGS family share no primary se-
man, 1987; Neer, 1995; Hamm and Gilchrist, 1996). The quence similarity with Ras±GAP proteins (Ahmadian et
lifetimes of such complexes and, hence, the strength al., 1996) or to regions within Ga effectors. Although they
and duration of receptor-generated signals, are deter- are a diverse group of proteins, all RGS family members
mined by the rate at which GTP is hydrolyzed. For some share a conserved z130 residue domain (De Vries et
heterotrimeric G proteins and in some cellular contexts, al., 1995; Druey et al., 1996; Dohlman and Thorner, 1997)
this rate is determined by the rather weak intrinsic cata- that is interrupted by linker regions of varying length.
lytic activity of the Ga subunit itself. Typical rates for Biochemical studies of RGS4, GAIP, RGS1, RGS10, and
Ga-catalyzed GTP hydrolysis are in the range of 2±5 RGS-r have demonstrated a mechanism of action that
min21 (Gilman, 1987). Structural studies of the Gia1 (Cole- is presumably shared by many, if not all, RGS proteins
man et al., 1994) and Gta (Sondek et al., 1994) complexes (Berman et al., 1996a, 1996b; Chen et al., 1996; Hunt et
with GDP and AlF42, which mimic the putative pentava- al., 1996; Watson et al., 1996). RGS proteins have little
lent transition state, together with kinetic and structural or no affinity for Ga±GDP complexes and do not alter the
analyses of various mutants (Freissmuth and Gilman, steady-state rate of GTP hydrolysis, which is dictated by
1989; Graziano and Gilman, 1989; Landis et al., 1989; the rate of product (GDP) dissociation. Thus, they do
Coleman et al., 1994), indicate that only two amino acid not inhibit nucleotide release. Rather, RGS proteins bind
residues, Arg-178 and Gln-204 in Gia1, play a direct role with modest affinity to the GTP-bound forms of Ga and
in catalysis. Both residues appear to bind and stabilize with high affinity to the GDP±AlF42 complexes of these
the pentavalent transition state, while Gln-204 may also subunits, and stimulate GTP hydrolysis catalytically by
help orient the attacking water nucleophile. Like p21ras at least 50-fold over the basal rate. The higher affinity
and its homologs, there is no evidence of a catalytic of RGS proteins for the GDP±AlF42 complex of Ga than
base in the active sites of Ga subunits (PriveÂ et al., 1992; for the GTPgS-bound form (Berman et al., 1996a; Chen
Schweins et al., 1994). et al., 1996; Watson et al., 1996) indicates that RGS
proteins act by stabilizing the transition state. However,Members of the Ras family, typified by p21ras, are also
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this may not be true of all RGS proteins. RGS4 can The structure of the RGS4±Gia1 complex was solved
in space group P21 using diffraction data extending toalso block activation of PLCb1 by GTPgS-bound Gqa,
3.4 AÊ spacings. Initial phases were determined by mo-apparently by competing for the effector-binding site
lecular replacement using the structure of Gia1±AlF42on the a subunit (Hepler et al., 1997). Thus, some mem-
(Coleman et al., 1994), which spans residues 33±345 ofbers of the RGS family may exert their biological function
Gia1, as the search model. Iterative rounds of four-foldby stabilizing or sequestering the active state of the a
noncrystallographic symmetry (NCS) averaging, solventsubunit. All of the RGS proteins currently characterized
flattening, and electron density map interpretationbind to members of the Gia class of G protein a subunits,
yielded a model comprising 128 residues of RGS4 andwhich also includes Goa and Gza, as well as to the more
virtually all of the Gia1 subunit. A 2.8 AÊ diffraction data setdistantly related Gqa protein. No RGS protein is known
was subsequently collected from a crystal with P21212to activate GTP hydrolysis for Gsa or G12a.
symmetry at the Cornell High Energy SynchrotronHere, we describe the three-dimensional structure of
Source (CHESS). The refined model of a RGS4±Gia1 ho-a stable complex between RGS4 and Gia1. Within this
modimer from the P21 space group provided the initialcomplex, Gia1 is bound to GDP, AlF42, and Mg21 and is
phases for the new data set, and the coordinates havetherefore presumed to mimic the structure of the a sub-
now been refined with good stereochemistry to workingunit at a point near the transition state of the GTPase
and free R factors of 21% and 29%, respectivelyreaction. RGS4, containing 205 amino acids, was first
(BruÈ nger, 1992a).identified in a genetic screen for rat brain cDNA clones
The current model of RGS4±Gia1 contains two mole-that would complement the DSST2 phenotype (Druey et
cules of Gia1 (chain A, residues 5±354; chain D, residuesal., 1996). In a competition assay, RGS4 binds most
11±354), two molecules of RGS4 (chain E, residues 51±tightly to the GDP±AlF42 complex of Gia1 with an appar-
178; chain H, residues 60±175), two citrate ions, and 56ent Kd below 100 nM, suggesting direct stabilization of
water molecules. Chains A and E are related to chainsthe transition state (Berman et al., 1996a). The Q204L
D and H by a two-fold axis oriented nearly parallel tomutant of Gia1 is not activated by RGS4, and the R178C the a axis of the unit cell. The homodimer interfacemutant is stimulated weakly (Berman et al., 1996b), par-
primarily involves a4 of Gia1 and buries 1290 AÊ 2 of sol-alleling the affinity of GDP±Mg21±AlF42 for these mutants vent-accessible surface area (Lee and Richards, 1971).
(Coleman et al., 1994). Thus the complex of RGS4 with
Dimerization appears to be mediated by the two citrate
Gia1 is clearly representative of a biologically significant ions that bind within thedimer interface, and may require
complex between a Ga GAP and its physiological target. the low pH used in crystallization to facilitate hydrogen
The structure, determined at 2.8 AÊ resolution, reveals
bonding between citrate and Gia1 carboxylates. The twofeatures that are likely to be shared by all members of
complexes of RGS4±Gia1 are not identical (see Experi-the RGS family. Only residues within the conserved mental Procedures). Due to different crystal contacts,
ªRGS boxº are observed to interact with Gia1 in crystals the N- and C-terminal helices of Gia1 extend from theof the complex. Furthermore, all significant contacts are Ras-like domain at different angles in each complex.
formed by residues within the switch regions of Gia1 that
are conformationally responsive to guanine nucleotide± The RGS Fold
binding and hydrolysis. Save a single asparagine residue The conserved core or box of the RGS domain roughly
that could help bind and orient a water molecule for corresponds to residues r-58 to r-178 in RGS4 (sequence
nucleophilic attack, RGS4 does not contribute catalytic numbers of RGS4 residues are prefixed with ªr-,º and
residues to the active site of Gia1. We suggest that the those of Gia1 are prefixed with ªa-º) and comprises four
mechanism by which RGS proteins stimulate GTP hy- segments that are punctuated by insertions of variable
drolysis by Ga differs significantly from those proposed length (Figure 1A). Unconserved sequences or arms are
for their counterparts in the Ras signaling systems. found on each side of the RGS box. In crystals of RGS4±
Gia1, only residues r-51±r-178 of RGS4 are visible in the
Results and Discussion electron density maps. Both an SDS±PAGE gel of dis-
solved crystals and electrospray mass spectrometry
Determination of the RGS4±Gia1 Structure verify that the RGS4 used for crystallization has the
RGS4 (Druey et al., 1996; Koelle and Horvitz, 1996) was correct molecular mass and was not proteolytically
crystallized in a binary complex with nonmyristoylated cleaved (data not shown). Accordingly, the arms of
rat Gia1 activated with GDP, Mg21, and AlF42. Both pro- RGS4 are disordered and play no obvious role either in
teins were synthesized in Escherichia coli and purified binding Gia1 or in stabilizing the RGS box. The RGS
as previously described (Lee et al., 1994; Berman et al., box, expressed as a soluble protein, retains full GTPase
1996b). The RGS4±Gia1±GDP±Mg21±AlF42 (RGS4±Gia1) activity in vitro (T. M. Wilkie, personal communication).
complex was formed by mixing a molar excess of RGS4 The RGS4 box corresponds to an array of nine
with Gia1±GDP±Mg21±AlF42 (Gia1±AlF42). Two related and a-helices that fold into two small subdomains (Figure
visually indistinguishable crystal forms were obtained 1B). The terminal subdomain contains the N and C ter-
in subsequent crystallization trials: P21 and P21212. The mini of the box and is formed by a1, a2, a3, a8, and a9.
P21 form has pseudo P21212 symmetry and contains four Helices a1 and a9 lie in antiparallel orientation, juxtapos-
complexes per asymmetric unit. The four complexes ing the N and C termini of the box. The larger bundle
form two homodimers, with each dimer oriented nearly subdomain, formed by a4, a5, a6, and a7, is a classic
parallel to one of the pseudo 21 axes. The second crystal right-handed, antiparallel four-helix bundle. Both sub-
form is essentially identical, but has exact P21212 sym- domains are required for GAP activity (T. M. Wilkie, per-
sonal communication). The loop between a3 and a4metry and contains one homodimer perasymmetric unit.
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Figure 1. The RGS Fold
(A) Primary and secondary structure of RGS4.
The multiple sequence alignment was per-
formed by CLUSTAL W using a secondary
structure mask, defined per the structure of
RGS4, to assign gap penalties. Only the resi-
dues observed in the crystal structure are
shown in the alignment. The scale above the
alignment gives the residue number of RGS4.
Secondary structure is depicted as either a
helix for a-helical residues or a thick line for
coil. The RGS box consists of four segments,
each defined by the color of its secondary
structure: rust (segment 1), gold (segment 2),
sage (segment 3), and slate (segment 4). The
same coloring scheme is used to identify
these segments in the tertiary structure of
RGS4 (Figures 1B, 2, 4 and 5). Residues high-
lighted in yellow are conserved residues that
form the hydrophobic core of the RGS box.
Residues highlighted in gray are conserved
residues that make direct contacts with Gia1.
The numbers beneath the alignment indicate
RGS4 residues that contact switch regions of
Gia1 and the specific switch with which they
interact ([1], [2], and [3] 5 switches I, II and
III, respectively). Contacts are defined as
interatomic distances less than 4.0 AÊ . The
primary sequences used in the alignment are
S. pombe Ya8c (SwissProt accession num-
ber Q09777); S. cerevisiae Sst2 (P11972);
A. nidulans FlbA (P38093); C. elegans EGL-
10 (P49809), C05B5 (P34295), and F16H9
(P49808); and mammalian RGS-r, GAIP
(P49795), RGS1 (Q08116), RGS2 (P41220),
RGS3 (P49796), RGS4 (P49799), RGS7
(P49802), and RGS10.
(B) Ribbon diagram depicting the tertiary
structure of RGS4. The RGS4 box consists of
nine helices that form two subdomains. The
terminal subdomain is formed by a1, a2, a3,
a8, and a9, and the bundle subdomain is
formed by a4, a5, a6, and a7. The majority
of residues that contact Gia1 are found along
the bottom of the bundle subdomain, as
shown here. Insertions found in lower eukary-
otes occur at the top of the bundle subdo-
main, opposite of the Gia1-binding surface,
and between a1 and a2.
(L3±4), the loop between a5 and a6 (L5±6), and the resi- occupied by highly conserved serine residues. These
residues, together with conserved serines at positionsdues at the end of a7 and the beginning of a8 form a
discontinuous Gia1 interaction surface along the bottom r-62 and r-85, appear to play prominent roles in main-
taining the RGS fold by breaking helices and promotingof the four-helix bundle (Figure 1). These three Gia-bind-
ing loci belong tosegments 2±4 of the RGS box, implying tight turns (Richardson and Richardson, 1989). The r-164
bend appears to be of particular importance not onlythat segmentation in the RGS family may be functional
as well as structural. The large insertions that define the because serine is invariant at this position, but also
because the bend allows the highly conserved r-Arg-four segments of the RGS box occur within loops L1±2,
L4±5, and L6±7, which are not involved in binding Gia1. 167 to form a salt bridge with two other highly conserved
residues, r-Glu-83 and r-Asp-163. The interactionsRGS4 has several unusual structural features that
could be important in maintaining its fold and function. among these side chains constitute 120 AÊ 2 (22%) of the
Gia1-binding surface.Helix a5 terminates in one turn of p helix (residues 115±
120) immediately followed by a common type I turn. The four-helix bundle of RGS4 comprises helices a4,
a5, a6, and a7. These helices superimpose well with theHydrogen bonds between the carbonyl oxygen atoms
of residues r-117 and r-118 in the p turn and the amide four-helix bundles found in proteins such as cytochrome
b562, cytochrome c9, haemerythrin, and the tobacco mo-groups of r-125 and r-127 help stabilize L5±6, an impor-
tant Gia1-binding locus. Helices a7, a8, and a9 form es- saic virus (TMV) coat protein. Compared with these pro-
teins, the four-helix bundle of RGS4 is rather small (55sentially one continuous helix with two bends. The
bends occur at positions r-164 and r-171, which are helical residues in the bundle as compared to 60 in TMV
Cell
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Figure 2. The RGS4±Gia1 Complex
(A) Ribbon diagram of the RGS4±Gia1 complex viewed from the same orientation as in Figure 1B. RGS4 is drawn with the colored segments
defined in Figure 1A. The Ras-like domain of Gia1 is drawn in dark gray, while the a-helical domain is drawn in light gray. The three switch
regions of Gia1 (residues 176±184, 201±215, and 233±241, respectively) are drawn in red. GDP±Mg21, bound in the active site of Gia1, is shown
as a ball-and-stick model. For clarity, AlF42 is omitted from the figure.
(B) Figure 2A rotated 908 around the vertical axis. RGS4 does not make significant contacts with the a-helical domain of Gia1 and interacts
almost exclusively with the switch regions of the Ras-like domain.
coat protein, 66 in cytochrome c9, 68 in cytochrome b562, The RGS4±Gia1 Subunit Interface
There are two binding sites for RGS4 on the surface ofand 74 in haemerythrin). Consequently, theRGS4 bundle
may require the terminal subdomain for stability. TMV Gia1. The first of these is a surface formed by the ex-
tended N and C termini of Gia1 that binds to unconservedcoat protein, the next largest bundle with 60 helical resi-
dues, also has an extra subdomain. Another difference regions of the RGS4 bundle subdomains from crystallo-
graphically related complexes. The N-terminalhelix frombetween RGS4 and other four-helix bundle proteins is
that the second and third helices of the bundle are short- chain A buries a total of 2530 AÊ 2 in contacts with neigh-
boring RGS4 molecules in the crystal, while the N-termi-ened in RGS4, creating a cleft at the base of the bundle
(Figure 1B). This cleft is the Gia1-binding site (Figure 2). nal helix from chain D buries 1460 AÊ 2. Because these
interfaces are remote from the active site of Gia1, theyDue to the constraints imposed by helix packing, the
active site in four-helix bundle proteins is typically lo- are probably an artifact of the crystal packing. The sec-
ond and clearly functional binding site is formed bycated at the base of the bundle, where the helices have
splayed apart to create a binding pocket for prosthetic residues in the three switch regions of Gia1: residues
a-179±a-185 in switch I, residues a-204±a-213 in switchgroups or substrates (Weber and Salemme, 1980). In
RGS4, this canonical binding pocket is filled by the three II, and residues a-235±a-237 in switch III (Figure 2).
These switch residues are intimately associated withGia1-binding loci, particularly by L5±6. Thus, the ªactive
siteº of RGS4, responsible for binding and converting the binding and hydrolysis of GTP and interact with the
most highly conserved regions of RGS4. This RGS4±Gia1Gia1±GTP to Gia1±GDP, is found in the same general loca-
tion as the active sites of other four-helix bundle pro- subunit interface buries a total of 1100 AÊ 2 of solvent-
accessible surface area. Only one contact exists be-teins.
Other than its a-helical composition, RGS4 does not tween the a-helical domain of Gia1 and RGS4: the ex-
tended side chain of a-Glu-116 interacts with the sideappear to have any structural similarity to either the
p120GAP catalytic domain (Scheffzek et al., 1996) or chains of r-Glu-161 and r-Arg-166. However, a-Glu-116
is poorly ordered in the crystal structure. Because theto Rho-specific GAP domains (Musacchio et al., 1996;
Barrett et al., 1997). Like RGS4, the rhoGAP domain RGS4±Gia1 interface involves the switch regions of Gia1,
downstream effectors (Conklin and Bourne, 1993) arecontains a four-helix bundle that is predicted to form the
G protein±binding site. However, the four-helix bundle of not predicted to interact with the RGS4±Gia1 complex.
Accordingly, RGS4 is able to block the interaction ofthe rhoGAP domain does not have the same topology
as does that of RGS4, and the predicted G protein± Gqa±GTPgS with phospholipase Cb1, serving both as an
antagonist of effector binding and as a GAP (Hepler etbinding site is a tract on the side of the bundle rather
than on its base. al., 1997).
Structure of the RGS4±Gia1 Complex
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Figure 3. Interaction Footprints of the RGS4 and Gia1 Subunits in an ªOpen Bookº Presentation
The Gia1-binding surface of RGS4 is shown in (A), and the RGS4-binding surface of Gia1 is shown in (B). The view of the footprint in (A)
corresponds to a 1808 rotation around the vertical axis from the view in (B). In each case, the subunit is depicted by a predominantly purple
ribbon that is colored green for residues that directly contribute to the interface. Side chains and backbone carbonyls that form contacts are
drawn as ball-and-stick models. Oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon atoms are colored red, blue, and green, respectively. In (A), contacts with
specific residues in Gia1 are indicated by arrows, and the name of the contacted residue is highlighted in yellow.
As observed in other transient protein±protein com- though they have no significant role in the mechanism
of Gia1-catalyzed GTP hydrolysis in the absence of RGS4plexes (Janin et al., 1988), the interface between Gia1
and RGS4 is rich in electrostatic and hydrogen-bonding (Kleuss et al., 1994; A. S. Raw and A. G. G., personal
communication). However, they make specific and ex-interactions. The only hydrophobic side chains that con-
tribute to the interface are a-Val-185, r-Tyr-84, and tensive contacts with highly conserved residues in
RGS4. In particular, the z amino group of a-Lys-210r-Leu-159. These residues are located on the edge of
the interaction footprint (Figures 3 and 4). forms a salt bridge with the carboxylate of r-Glu-87 and
a hydrogen bond with the backbone carbonyl of r-Tyr-Switch I interacts with three of the four segments
of the RGS box. Of all the switch residues, a-Thr-182 84 (Figure 4). Residue a-Glu-207 forms a hydrogen bond
experiences the largest change in accessible surface
area uponformation of the complex and becomes buried
within the active site of the bundle subdomain of RGS4
(Figure 5). The side chain of a-Thr-182, invariant in all
but the Gs and G12 classes of Ga subunits, has rotated
1208 from its position in the Gia1±AlF42 structure and
interacts exclusively with seven invariant or highly con-
served residues from RGS4 (r-Ser-85, r-Glu-87, r-Asn-
88, r-Leu-159, r-Asp-163, r-Ser-164, and r-Arg-167). In
addition, the backbone nitrogen of a-Thr-182 forms a
hydrogen bond with the carboxylate of r-Asp-163 (Fig-
ures 4 and 5). The backbone atoms of residues a-183
and a-184 form extensive contacts with the backbone
atoms of r-83 and r-84, including a hydrogen bond be-
tween a-184 and r-83. The side chain of a-Lys-180, dis-
placed from its position in the Gia1±AlF42 structure by
the side chain of r-Asn-128, forms extensive van der
Waals contacts with r-Asn-128 and r-Asp-163.
Switch II interacts with segments 2 and 3 of RGS4.
The only RGS4 residue that projects into the active site
of Gia1 is r-Asn-128, which contacts the side chains of
a-Gln-204, a-Ser-206, and a-Glu-207 (Figures 3 and 4).
Surprisingly, r-Asn-128 is not an invariant residue; sev-
eral other RGS proteins contain a serine at this position
(Figure 1A). The Nd2 nitrogen of r-Asn-128 is within hy-
Figure 4. Ribbon Diagram of the Interface between RGS4 and Gia1drogen-bonding distance of the Oe1 oxygen of a-Gln-
GDP±Mg21±AlF42 as well as the side chains that form specific con-204, although the geometry is not ideal for a hydrogen
tacts in the interface are depicted as ball-and-stick models. Hydro-bond. Nevertheless, substitution of a-Gln-204 by leucine
gen bonds are indicated by dotted lines. Secondary structure do-
results in a total loss of both intrinsic and RGS4-stimu- nated from different segments of RGS4 are drawn using the coloring
lated GTPase activity in Gia1 (Berman et al., 1996a). Resi- scheme of Figure 1. Oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon atoms are colored
red, blue, and gray, respectively.dues a-Glu-207 and a-Lys-210 are conserved even
Cell
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positions of the Gia1 subunits from these structures su-
perimpose with an rms deviation of 0.6 AÊ for the Ras-
like domain, and 1.0 AÊ for the a-helical domain. Relative
to the Gia1±AlF42 structure, the Ras-like and a-helical
domains have rotated closer together by approximately
3.58 in the RGS4±Gia1 complex. The N terminus of Gia1,
seen only in the structures of the Gia1±b1g2 heterotrimer
(Wall et al., 1995) and Gia1±GDP (Mixon et al., 1995),
forms extensive contacts with RGS4 subunits from adja-
cent unit cells of the crystal. Although not expected
to be physiologically significant, these interactions do
reflect the propensity of the N-terminal helix of Gia1 to
participate in binding events, such as those observed
with b1g2 (Wall et al., 1995) and b1g1 (Lambright et al.,
1996). The C terminus is an extension of a5 and is stabi-
lized by the N-terminal helix as well as by crystal con-
tacts.
On binding to Gia1, RGS4 reduces the flexibility of all
three switch regions. This is evident upon comparison
of thenormalized (to theaverage value over all backboneFigure 5. Electron Density Map at the RGS4±Gia1 Subunit Interface
atoms) temperature factors of RGS4±Gia1 to the corre-The side chain of switch I residue Thr-182 is completely buried by
highly conserved residues from RGS4. Switch II residue Lys-210 sponding residues in Gia1±AlF42 (see Experimental Pro-
forms an important salt bridge and hydrogen bond across the inter- cedures). The normalized temperature factors of all
face. The function of these residues, highly conserved in the Gia three switch regions of Gia1 are greatly reduced (2.5family, had not been previously established. The 2|Fo| 2 |Fc| electron
times lower on average) in RGS4±Gia1. By comparison,density map shown was calculated using SIGMAA-weighted phases
the remainder of the Ras-like domain is static. Switchderived from the current model of RGS4±Gia1 and is contoured at
regions II and III are disordered in the GDP complex of1.0 standard deviation above the average density. The coloring
scheme for atoms is described in Figure 4, except that carbon atoms Gia1 (Mixon et al., 1995). Thus, the conformation of the
from Gia1 are drawn in white and those from RGS4 are drawn in switch regions provides an important structural clue by
yellow. which downstream effectors can deduce the signaling
state of the a subunit. Accordingly, RGS4 recognizes
the switch regions of Gia1 in their activated conformation
with the side chain amide nitrogen of r-Asn-128. Accord- and further stabilizes them. The residues in the a-helical
ingly, the E207A mutant of Gia1 has a reduced affinity domain, except for residues a-144±a-152, which contact
for RGS4 (Berman et al., 1996b). Residues a-Glu-207 switch III and form part of the guanine nucleotide±
and a-Lys-210 may be conserved only as features that binding pocket, have higher normalized temperature
interact with RGS domains, downstream effectors or bg factors in RGS4±Gia1, suggesting that the helical domain
subunits. is more flexible in crystals of the complex with RGS4.
Switch III forms backbone contacts with L5±6 in seg- RGS4 binds preferentially to Gia1±AlF42 over Gia1±GTP
ment 2 of RGS4. The most specific contacts include one (Berman et al., 1996a; Watson et al., 1996). The confor-
hydrogen bond between the carbonyl oxygen of a-Ala- mation of Gia1, particularly of its active site, in each of
235 and the backbone amide nitrogen of r-Ser-131, and these nucleotide-binding modes may dictate such spec-
another between the carbonyl oxygen of a-Glu-236 and ificity. Indeed, the conformation of the active site of Gia1
the side chain of r-Arg-134. (Figure 6) more closely resembles that of the Gia1±AlF42
structure than that of the Gia1±GTPgS structure. Accord-
ingly, Gia1±AlF42 would better complement the interac-
Conformation of Gia1 in the RGS4±Gia1 Complex tion surface of RGS4. Residues a-182±a-185 in switch
The structure of Gia1 has previously been determined in I and residues a-204±a-211 in switch II have moved
five conformations, each of which is thought to mimic closer to the main body of the Ras-like domain in RGS4±
different stages of the heterotrimeric G protein GTPase Gia1 relative to their conformation in Gia1±GTPgS, where
cycle. The structure of Gia1±GTPgS±Mg21 (Gia1±GTPgS) they would probably hinder RGS4 binding (Figure 7).
represents the activated state of Gia1; Gia1±AlF42 repre- In Gia1±AlF42, these residues occupy an intermediate
sents the GTP hydrolysis transition state; Gia1±GDP±Pi conformation between that of RGS4±Gia1 and Gia1±
represents the posthydrolysis ternary complex (Bergh- GTPgS.
uis et al., 1996); Gia1±GDP (Mixon et al., 1995) represents
the deactivated form; and Gia1±b1g2 represents the inac-
tive receptor substrate conformation. The structure re- Structural Origin of the Specificity of RGS4
for the Gia Subfamilyported here depicts Gia1 in yet another stage: that of Gia1
trapped in the transition state for GTP hydrolysis and RGS4 and GAIP interact with Gia family members and
Gqa, but not with Gsa or G12a (Berman et al., 1996a, 1996b;bound in a tight complex with an RGS. As expected
from biochemical studies (Berman et al., 1996a), the Hepler et al., 1997); other RGS family members also
interact with Gia proteins (Berman et al., 1996a; Hunt etconformation of Gia1 most closely resembles that ob-
served in Gia1±AlF42 (Coleman et al., 1994). The Ca atom al., 1996; Watson et al., 1996). One obvious structural
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Figure 6. Stereo Diagram of the Active Site in RGS4±Gia1
AlF42 and the pyrophosphate moiety of GDP are modeled with gray and yellow bonds, respectively. Residues from Gia1 are drawn with light
gray bonds, and residues from RGS4 are drawn with bonds colored according to their respective segments as defined in Figure 1. The coloring
scheme for atoms is as described in Figure 4; in addition, Mg21 is shown as a magenta sphere, and fluoride atoms are colored cyan. Hydrogen
bonds are indicated by dotted lines. The active site is most similar to that observed in the Gia1±AlF42 structure.
difference between Gia and Gsa is the insertions found a-Thr-182 by serine; a-Val-185 by phenylalanine; a-Ser-
206 by aspartic acid; a-Lys-209 by arginine; and a-His-in the first linker between the Ras-like and a-helical
domains of Gsa and in the a4 region of the Ras-like 213 by glutamine. Even though serine is a conservative
substitution for threonine, the amino acid change atdomain of Gsa. However, neither of these loops is close
to the interface between RGS4 and Gia1 and, therefore, position a-182 is potentially critical because the side
chain of a-Thr-182 formsmultiple contacts with the mostcannot easily account for lack of recognition by RGS4.
Assuming that the conserved switch regions of Gia and highly conserved amino acids in the RGS4 domain. The
substitutions at positions a-185 and a-206, each by aGsa have the same overall conformation, the specificity
of RGS4 for the Ga subunit must rely on differences in larger amino acid residue, may sterically interfere with
RGS binding. Because these changes occur at the edgethe primary structure of the switches. Only five residues
that interact directly with RGS4 are different in Gsa and of the interaction footprint, they might be accommo-
dated by small changes in the conformation of eitherGia1. Residue a-Lys-180 is replaced by leucine in Gsa;
Ga or RGS4. However, a negatively charged carboxylate
at position a-206 would also repel the nearby carboxyl-
ate of r-Glu-126. Based on the crystal structure of the
RGS4±Gia1 complex, the changes at positions a-180,
a-209, and a-213 could easily be accommodated.
The inability of G12a to interact with RGS4 is more
easily explained: in G12a, a-Glu-207 is substituted by a
glutamine and a-Thr-182 by a lysine. Both substitutions
would disrupt the surface and charge complementarity
of the interface between RGS4 and Gia1.
Mechanism of RGS4-Stimulated Gia GTPase Activity
The active site of Gia1 in the structure of RGS4±Gia1 con-
tains strong electron density for AlF42 and Mg21. Thus,
the apparent Mg21 independence of RGS4-enhanced
GTPase activity probably reflects very high affinity of
RGS4±Gia1 for Mg21 (Berman et al., 1996b). Even though
the resolution of the diffraction data is limited to 2.8 AÊ
spacings, difference electron density peaks were ob-Figure 7. Superposition of the Active Site of RGS4±Gia1 with That
served for the axial water ligands of Mg21 and the axialof Gia1±GTPgS
water molecule of AlF42 in phasing models that excludedThe view is the same as in Figure 6. Green ribbon, green bonds,
and spherical atoms correspond to residues from RGS4±Gia1, and these atoms. The distance between the aluminum atom
gray ribbon and bonds correspond to residues from Gia1±GTPgS. and its b phosphate oxygen ligand is ,2.5 AÊ (Figure
GTPgS and the hydrolytic water molecule from the Gia1±GTPgS 6). Thus, the RGS4±Gia1 complex, like Gia1±AlF42, moststructure are depicted in the active site. A putative hydrogen bond
closely mimics an associative transition state for GTPis drawn as a dotted line between the water molecule and Asn-128
hydrolysis (Coleman et al., 1994; Sondek et al., 1994).from RGS4, suggesting that Asn-128 can assist catalysis by binding
There are two ways that RGS4 could enhance cataly-and orienting the attacking water molecule or hydroxide when RGS4
binds to the Gia1±GTP±Mg21 complex. sis by Gia: by reducing the energy of the transition state
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with the concomitant destabilization of the enzyme sub- other RGS±Ga isoform complexes would help to resolve
strate complex, or by contributing extrinsic catalytic these issues.
residues. In the RGS4±Gia1 complex, RGS4 does not
directly contribute any residues to the active site of Gia1. Experimental Procedures
However, residue r-Asn-128 may still contribute to the
forward rate constant by polarizing the side chain of Formation of the RGS4±Gia1 Complex and Crystallization
Nonmyristoylated rat Gia1 and rat RGS4 were purified as describeda-Gln-204 (Figure 6). Furthermore, superposition of the
previously (Lee et al., 1994; Berman et al., 1996a). The RGS4 expres-Gia1±GTPgS structure on that of Gia1 in the RGS4±Gia1
sion construct pQE60-H6RGS4 encodes all 205 amino acids of thecomplex demonstrates that the hydrolytic water mole-
native protein and includes an N-terminal hexa-histidine tag con-
cule (in Gia1±GTPgS) would be within hydrogen-bonding sisting of 8 amino acids (GHHHHHHG). The RGS4±Gia1 complex was
distance (2.8 AÊ ) of the amide nitrogen of r-Asn-128 (Fig- formed by incubating a solution containing 550 mM Gia1, 20 mM Na
ure 7). Thus, r-Asn-128 could also provide a higher affin- HEPES (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT, and 5 mM GDP with a final
concentration of 16 mM MgCl2, 32 mM AlCl3, and 16 mM NaF for 15ity binding site for water and play a role in orienting the
min at 48C. Subsequently, a 1.6 molar excess of RGS4 over Gia1 waslone pairelectrons of the water molecule for nucleophilic
added, and the mixture was incubated for another 15 min. Theattack upon the g phosphate of GTP. The RGS proteins
resulting mixture was gel filtered on a Superdex 16/60 S-200 columnthat lack an asparagine at position r-128 may therefore
equilibrated with 20 mM Na HEPES (pH 8.0), 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM
better serve as inhibitors of effector binding than as NaF, 5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 20 mM AlCl3, and 10
GAPs. mM GDP. The eluted peak indicated that Gia1 and RGS4 form a
A substantial fraction, if not all, of the observed heterodimer with the expected molecular weight of roughly 65 kDa.
The peak fractions were pooled and concentrated to a final concen-GTPase rate enhancement due to RGS4 could be pro-
tration of 12 mg/ml.duced by stabilizing the switch residues that are inti-
Crystals of the RGS4±Gia1 complex were grown using the hangingmately involved in GTP hydrolysis. As described above,
drop method, in which the concentrated protein was mixed in thethe refined temperature factors of residues that form
proportions 3:3:1 with well solution (100 mM sodium citrate [pH 5.3],
the active site of Gia1 are relatively much lower in the 14.4% (w/v) PEG 10K, 5 mM fresh DTT) and a solution containing
RGS4±Gia1 complex than in the Gia1±AlF42 structure, sug- 140 mM AlCl3 and 70 mM NaF. The resulting drop (total volume of
gesting that they are more highly ordered. The protean 7 ml) was suspended over 1 ml of the well solution. Crystals nucle-
ated after 1 day and grew to form thin plates with maximal dimen-switch residues of Ga subunits and of low molecular
sions of 0.5 mm 3 0.5 mm 3 0.05 mm. Several weeks after growth,weight G proteins such as p21ras (Milburn et al., 1990)
the crystals become flexible and malleable; even so, a significantmay provide less than optimal catalysis because they
gain or loss of diffraction was not observed in older versus youngerfail to provide a rigid environment for the transition state
crystals. Two similar crystal forms grew under the same conditions:
conformation of the reactants. In other words, disorder one belonged to space group P21, the other to P21212. The structure
in the active site necessarily increases the free energy was solved in the monoclinic space group and then refined to higher
of the transition state because there is still an entropic resolution in the orthorhombic space group.
price to be paid when the transition state complex is
formed. Data Collection and Characterization of the P21
We have inferred that RGS4 exerts its GAP activity Crystal Form
Many crystals of the complex were visibly warped and generatedprimarily by stabilizing the transition state for GTP hy-
diffraction patterns with significant mosaicity in the direction normaldrolysis and also, perhaps, by introducing strain into
to the plate. Because thicker plates typically exhibited greater disor-the complex with GTP. In contrast, there is littleevidence
der, the crystals chosen for data collection were both thin and asto suggest that RGS4 offers direct catalytic assistance.
flat as possible. The first crystal that exhibited useful diffraction was
In this respect, the mechanism by which RGS4 acts is harvested in 50 mM sodium citrate (pH 5.3), 10 mM HEPES (pH 8.0),
different from that suggested for p120GAP (Scheffzek 14% PEG 10K, 1 mM MgCl2, 25 mM NaCl, 20 mM NaF, 10 mM AlCl3,
et al., 1996). Ras±GAP is proposed to act catalytically, 100 mM GDP, 10 mM DTT, and 40% (w/v) ribose as the cryoprotec-
tant, then frozen in liquid N2. The crystal belonged to space groupby introducing one or two conserved arginine residues
P21, with cell constants a5110.1 AÊ , b5 97.8 AÊ , c5 158.1 AÊ , and b5into the active site of Ras. These residues are thought
92.58C. The diffraction limit was 3.4 AÊ , and the crystal had a mosa-to fulfill a role analogous to that of Arg-178 in Gia1, which icity of 0.858. Using an exposure time of 100 min/degree oscillation,
stabilizes the g phosphate±leaving group in GTP hydro- 157.88 of data were collected on a MacScience DIP2020 area detec-
lysis. Nevertheless, RGS proteins must necessarily bind tor coupled with an RU200 CuKa rotating anode and an MSC cryos-
to the active, GTP-bound form of a subunits, and, as tream adjusted to a temperature of 21508C. The collecteddiffraction
discussed above, we cannot rule out a catalytic role for intensities were reduced and scaled using the HKL software pack-
age (Otwinowski, 1993). Further data manipulation was performedRGS4 at a point in the reaction trajectory preceding that
using the CCP4 program suite (Bailey, 1994). The resulting data setwhich is mimicked by the AlF42 complex. However, an
is 98.2% complete to 3.4 AÊ spacings with Rsym 5 18% (Rsym 5 ShSiRGS protein that binds exclusively to the GTP complex
|I(h)-I(h)i| / ShSiI(h)i ), 45621 unique reflections, average redundancy 5of Ga in preference to the transition state would inhibit 3.0, and ,I/sI. 5 6.9. Assuming four complexes per asymmetric
GTP hydrolysis. Such stable RGS±Ga complexes would unit, the solvent content is 62% (Vm 5 3.3 AÊ 3/Da). The self-rotation
prevent effector activation, rather than accelerate the function revealed pseudo 222 symmetry in the diffraction pattern,
regeneration of GDP-bound Ga and the consequent se- with the two-fold axes oriented along the a, b, and c* axes. Native
Patterson maps also revealed a strong peak located at (u,v, w) 5questration of bg subunits. Most RGS proteins presum-
(0.5, 0.24, 0.5). In combination with the self-rotation function, theably operate between these extremes, as does RGS4,
native Patterson map suggested that approximate translationalwhich inhibits effector activation by Gqa (Hepler et al., symmetry existed among the four molecules in the asymmetric unit,
1997). Nevertheless, a subtle change in the structure of and that the crystalline RGS4±Gia1 complex constituted a dimer
the RGS±Ga interaction surface could have profound oriented along either the a or c* pseudo two-fold axes of the crystal.
regulatory consequences. The structure of an RGS do- Because the native Patterson peak was found at u or w of 1/2, this
same axis is probably a pseudo 21 screw axis.main bound to Gia1±GTPgS and structural studies of
Structure of the RGS4±Gia1 Complex
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Molecular Replacement and Phase Refinement data set was 99.3% complete for data between 40 and 2.8 AÊ spac-
ings (Rsym 5 12%, 43341 unique reflections, average redundancy 5Using the structure of Gia1±AlF42 as a search model (Coleman et al.,
1994), four molecules of Gia1 were located (correlation coefficient 5 4.1, ,I/sI. 5 14.5).
44.3%) in the asymmetric unit of the crystal using the molecular
replacement package AMORE (Navaza, 1994). The molecules were Model Refinement of the P21212 Crystal Form
arranged such that the crystal (as indexed) has pseudo P22121 sym- The final model from the P21 refinement was placed in the ortho-
metry, with two homodimers of the RGS4±Gia1 complex per asym- rhombic cell by molecular replacement using AMORE. The R factor
metric unit. Each homodimer was oriented along the c* axis of the of the initial model was 36.4% for all data between 6.0 and 2.8 AÊ
unit cell, and they were related to each other by a pseudo 21 axis. spacings. Subsequently, model building was alternated with posi-
Using SIGMAA-weighted phases (Read, 1986) calculated from the tional, torsional, and B factor refinement as implemented by XPLOR
four molecules of Gia1, an electron density map that extended over v3.85. NCS restraints were applied to regions of the dimer undis-
each of the two Gia1 dimers was calculated. Density for RGS4 was torted by crystal contacts. Water molecules were added at positions
not obvious in the map, although a region of stronger density existed previously identified in the structure of Gia1±AlF42 and/or at positions
near the switch regions of each Gia1 molecule. The symmetry opera- where strong difference density existed in both complexes that had
tors that related the molecules of each dimer, as well as the first reasonable hydrogen-bonding geometry. The current model agrees
dimer to the second dimer, were refined by the program LSQROT well with the primary diffraction data with working and free R factors
as implemented in the AVGSYS density modification package (Bolin of 21% and 29%, respectively, for all data between 5.0 and 2.8 AÊ
et al., 1993). These maps, now extending over the regions of proba- resolution. In the last round of positional refinement, the reflections
ble RGS4 density, were four-fold averaged using MAPMODIFY from reserved for calculating the free R factor were included, yielding a
the AVGSYS package and skeletonized using the program MAPMAN final overall R factor of 22%. The rms deviations of bonds, bond
(Kleywegt and Jones, 1996). The resulting bones were edited in the angles, dihedral angles, and improper angles are 0.011 AÊ , 1.78, 218,
program O (Jones et al., 1991) and used to generate masks that and 1.28, respectively, from their idealized values (Engh and Huber,
covered eachhomodimer of RGS4±Gia1. Ten cycles of four-fold aver- 1991). The overall temperature factor of the model is 38 AÊ 2, and the
aging and solvent flattening using all data to 3.4 AÊ were performed rms deviation of bonded B factors is 2.2 AÊ 2. A superposition of the
using MAPMODIFY of the AVGSYS package to give a map with a two NCS-related complexes yields an rms deviation of 0.5 AÊ for all
correlation coefficient of 83%. The resulting maps revealed trace- Ca atoms (460 atoms total) and an rms deviation of 0.04 AÊ for
able electron density for all molecules of RGS4, which weremodeled the Ca atoms from residues NCS-restrained during refinement (314
as 4 3 72 polyalanine residues in helical conformation. The R factor atoms total). No residues fall in disallowed regions of the Ramachan-
for the starting model was 39.1% for all data between 6.0 and 3.4 AÊ . dran plot (Ramachandran and Sassiekharan, 1968; Laskowski et al.,
1993). Coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank
(Bernstein et al., 1977): accession code 1AGR.Model Refinement of the P21 Structure
Initially, the four copies of the RGS4±Gia1 complex were restrained
by noncrystallographic symmetry restraints. In later rounds of refine- Model Analysis and Figure Rendering
Atomic superpositions were performed using the program O and thement, it became obvious that small regions deviated from exact
symmetry, particularly for the N termini of Gia1, and the symmetry PDB entries 256B (cytochrome b562), 1BBH (cytochrome c9), 2HMQ
(haemerythrin), 2TMV (tobacco mosaic virus), 1GIA (Gia1±GTPgS),restraints for these regions were either relaxed or removed. The
first round of positional refinement in XPLOR v3.1 (BruÈnger, 1992b) and 1GFI (Gia1±AlF42). Accessible surface area calculations were
performed using the program SURFACE as implemented in thereduced the workingand free R factors to 36.7% and 40.2%, respec-
tively. The resulting maps allowed the placement of 22 additional CCP4 program suite. The normalized temperature factor for each
residue of RGS4±Gia1 or Gia1±AlF42 was calculated as the averageresidues of each RGS4 as polyalanine, as well as the addition of
residues to the N-terminal and C-terminal helices of the Gia1 model. B factor of the backbone atoms of the residue divided by the overall
average backbone B factor in RGS4±Gia1 (36.2 AÊ 2) or Gia1±AlF42The resulting model contained four copies of Gia1 spanning residues
10±350 and four copies of RGS4 containing 97 polyalanine residues. (17.8 AÊ 2), respectively.
Figures 1B and 2 were created using MOLSCRIPT and Raster3DPositional refinement reduced the working and free R factors to
35.5% and 39.7%. In the next round of model building, the sequence (Kraulis, 1991; Merritt and Murphy, 1994). Figures 3, 4, 6, and 7
were created using the program SETOR (Evans, 1993). The multipleof RGS4 was assigned to the electron density for residues 51±176,
and the C terminus of the Gia1 model was extended to residue 354, sequence alignment of Figure 1A was performed by CLUSTAL W
(Thompson et al., 1994).the C terminus of the protein. Positional refinement and simulated
annealing (BruÈ nger et al., 1990) reduced the working and free R
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